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 Total Net Assets Under 
Management   

 

$11,199,548,000 
 

 
Net Assets for the Past 

12 Months 

Last Month 

$11,020,150,000 

Beginning of Fiscal Year 

$10,975,194,000 

 

Total Net Income & Changes in 
Fair Value 

 
 

Fiscal Year  
$149,470,000 

 
 Monthly Net Income & 

Changes in Fair Value for 
the Past 12 Months 

 

Money Market Pools 
As of September 30, 2023 

Pool 
30-Day  

Avg. Yield * W.A.M. ** Net Assets 

WV Money Market 5.5439% 31 Days $10.1 Billion 

WV Gov’t Money Market 5.3295% 22 Days $418.1 Million 

*    Yields represent the simple money market yield net of fees. 
**   W.A.M. is the weighted average maturity. 
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THE ECONOMIC STATE 
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Beware the Month of September 

Overview: 
 
The potential Government shutdown, a higher than desired core inflation rate driven by increasing energy 
prices, and higher bond yields were just some of the data points that contributed to the negative backdrop in 
the month of September. Energy fueled the increase in the inflation data in August with gas prices increasing 
10.7%. Unfortunately, or fortunately, the jobs data continues to support stronger growth (and thus consumer 
spending) and is giving pause to the notion that inflation is under control. 
 
Equity Returns 
 
Forget “beware the Ides of March,” maybe we should consider “beware the month of September.” As can be 
seen in the chart below, historically the month of September has had a negative return more often than any 
other month. September 2023 was no exception. The exception we did see was a turnaround in the leaders 
within the markets, with energy leading and tech related declining. But regardless, it was a negative month 
throughout sectors, styles, capitalization, and regions during the month. Following onto the negative month 
in August and now September, the quarter also ended up in the red. The dollar’s strength had been weighing 
on returns for non-U.S. markets, although Emerging markets outperformed in the month down -2.6% versus 
-4.8% for the S&P 500, but still significantly lag year to date.  
 
Fixed Income 
 
Interest rates rose throughout the month, with long rates reaching the highest level since 2007 and the 
highest rates we have seen this year. On the back of the Federal Reserve statements about one more possible 
rate increase and holding rates higher for longer, it appears the markets finally believe what the Fed has been 
saying all year, that it will not be easing in the near term. The 30-year Treasury rate rose 44 basis points to 
4.73% and the 10-year Treasury rose to 4.59%. The inversion of the yield curve did diminish during the 
month as short rates did not move much. Will the increase to the pre-GFC yield levels set us up for positive 
returns for core bonds over the balance of the year? It sure feels like it is on the horizon, but time will tell. 
Corporates, high yield, and non-US fixed income were also all negative during the month, resulting in a “no 
place to hide” month for bonds, although leveraged loans (0.9%) and short notes were positive.  
 
Private Markets 
 
Since it is quarter end, a note on the status of private assets seems warranted. The lag in private markets 
valuations are always a contributor when markets are down, as we saw in this quarter. In addition, the 
outlook for most private assets have been good or improving (private credit/private equity), with the 
exception to being real estate. Valuations continued to decline throughout the last quarter with office leading, 
although all sectors were negative reflecting the increasing discount rates, tough lending environment and 
lack of transactions weighing on visibility. In the private equity world, the IPO market opened during the 
quarter with notable names like ARM and Instacart going public. Although the volatility in yields and the 
negative equity markets may weigh on the near-term outlook for more offerings. Private credit continues to 
provide attractive yields and offers financing alternatives to the lack of bank lending.  
 
In Sum 
 
We have one quarter left in 2023. Equity markets are strongly positive on a year-to-date basis (S&P 500 up 
13.1%). Given the attractive yield levels in fixed income, with any mitigation in bond volatility we could eke 
out a positive return for the year (Bloomberg Aggregate is -1.2% year to date) on fixed income assets. 
Global growth has surprised to the upside throughout 2023. With inflation cooling (though not dead), and 
jobs continuing at elevated levels, the proverbial soft landing remains a distinct possibility. 
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